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A GENERAL THEORY OF ASYMPTOTIC CONSISTENCY FOR 
SUBSET SELECTION WITH APPLICATIONS' 

BY JAN F. BJ0RNSTAD 

The University of Texas at Austin 
The problem of selecting a random nonempty subset from k populations, 

characterized by 01, . . ., Ok with possible nuisance parameters a, is considered 
using a decision-theoretic approach. The concept of asymptotic consistency 
is defined as the property that the risk of a procedure at (9, a) tends to the 
minimum loss at (9, a). Necessary and sufficient conditions for both pointwise 
and uniform (on compact sets) consistency for permutation-invariant proce- 
dures are derived with general loss functions. 

Various loss functions when the goal is to select populations with 0i close 
to max Oj are considered. Applications are made to normal populations. It is 
shown that Gupta's procedure is the only procedure in Seal's class that can 
be consistent. Other Bayes and admissible procedures are also considered. 

1. Introduction. The multiple decision problem of selecting a random 
nonempty subset from k populations 7r,, * , 7rk iS considered. 7r,, . . , 7rk are 
characterized by 01, * * *, ok respectively, where Oi E 0 C R and the parameter- 
space of 0 = (01, * , ok) iS Q c C k. Xi' is an estimate of Oi, based on n observations. 
We shall allow for the presence of nuisance-parameters, denoted by a with 
parameter-space 2. a is estimated by S' E E. The joint distribution function 
of (X0, S) is denoted by Fe',,. Lew now G be the group of permutations g on 
{, *, k}. For x E 1k, gx is defined by (gx)i = xg-ii. For any subset A of Rk, 

gA = gx: x E Al. The probability model is assumed to be invariant under 
G, i.e. (a) if (Xn, Sn) has cdf F', then (gXn, Sn) has cdf Fg,0 and (b) 
gg = Q, Vg E G. 

The decision-space is v = {a C $1, * , k}}, where the decision a is interpreted 
as selecting the populations 7ri, i E a. For a E X; ga = {gi: i E a). The loss- 
function 4(0, a) is assumed to be permutation-invariant, i.e. 4(0, a) = 
4 (gO, ga) for all g E G. It follows that the multiple decision problem is invariant 
under G. Furthermore, -oc < (0, a) < oo, Va E ; V(0, E) Q x 2. A subset 
selection procedure is given by: 

6n(a I x, s) = Prfdecision a I Xn = x, Sn = sI. 

We shall consider the class of invariant procedures, _9, where An E -9h if and 
only if 'n (ga I gx, s) = 5n(a I x, s) for all a E _x 8 k, s(8-E, g E G. The risk- 
function of b'n is rn(O, a I an) = ZaE/(fq a)Eo,g'n(a I Xn, Sn). 
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CONSISTENCY FOR SUBSET SELECTION 1059 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a theory of asymptotic consistency for 
different loss functions in this multiple decision problem. To define the term 
consistency, let ma(@) = min,F_,/(0, a). If /4(0, ao) = m,(0) then ao is a correct 
decision when (0, a) is true. Obviously, r,,(0, a 6,,) ma(O), V(n, 0, a). All limits 
in this paper are as n -* oo. 

DEFINITION 1.1. The sequence of procedures $3nj is consistent at (0, a) if 
rna(, j I an) -- ma(0). 

We say that din is pointwise consistent on Q x 2 if An is consistent at each 
(0, a) E Q X 1. 

We shall also consider the concept of uniform consistency. We note that the 
metric on Q x 2 is the usual Euclidean distance. 

DEFINITION 1.2. The sequence l$n3 is uniformly consistent if 

supeK,aEK, 2Irn (O, a' I an) - m,(0)I -* 0 for all compact sets K1, K2 of Q, I. 

Consistency is a desirable property universally in all decision-problems. It 
simply states that the decision-procedure should take the correct decision as n 
tends to infinity. The theory for pointwise consistency will require only the 
following condition: 

(1.1) Eo,,I XZ' -AOi 0 for i = 1, * ,k, V(0, a) E Q x I. 
Similarly, the theory for uniformly consistent procedures will require: 

(1.2) SUpK,xK,EO,a I X, -i o -0 for i = 1, * , k 

for all compact subsets K1, K2 of Q, M. 
In Section 2, necessary and sufficient conditions for pointwise and uniform 

consistency are derived for procedures in 9, with respect to general loss- 
functions. Let 7r(j) correspond to @(i) where 0(1) < * * * < a(k). Section 3 considers 
different loss functions reflecting the goal to select populations close to lr(k). 
These loss functions have been proposed by Chernoff and Yahav (1977), Bickel 
and Yahav (1977), Goel and Rubin (1977), Gupta and Hsu (1978) and Bj0rnstad 
(1981). It is noted that some of these losses imply that the classical approach, 
started by Seal (1955) and Gupta (1956), of employing the so-called P*-condition 
is not always appropriate. 

To save space, the theory in Section 3 is applied only to the selection of means 
from normally distributed populations in Section 4. It is clear, however, that 
procedures for binomial, multinomial, multivariate normal and other selection 
problems can be checked for consistency in a similar way. 

It is shown in Section 4, that among all the procedures in the class proposed 
by Seal (1955), only Gupta's procedure can be consistent. We also consider two 
classes of admissible procedures, derived by Bj0rnstad (1981), and the Bayes 
procedures derived by Chernoff and Yahav (1977), Goel and Rubin (1977) and 
Gupta and Hsu (1978) for their respective loss functions and exchangeable normal 
priors. 
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1060 J. F. BJ0RNSTAD 

2. Consistent invariant procedures. Our first aim is to develop neces- 
sary and sufficient conditions for pointwise consistency, with an invariant loss 
function, for procedures in 9?. For x E Sk, x* = (x(l), ..., X(k) where x(l) c 
... * X*(k). Since for any an E ?I, rn(0, a I an) = rn(0*, a I 5n), we have that 
An is consistent at (0, a) if and only if 5,n is consistent at (0*, a). Let yn = 

(Y1, * , Yk. ) = (X1), * , X(^)). We need the following result. 

LEMMA 2.1. Assume (1.1) holds, and 01 < ... 'ok 

(a) If Oi 0 O? then Pe,(X'= Yjn) - 0. 
(b) If gO o then Po,(gXn = yn) O) 0. 

PROOF. (a): Let first i > j such that Oi > Oj. Then 

poa(Xi, = Yn) C h=l P9,,(Xn > Xi,) 

1/(0,i - Oj) EL, $Ee, I Xn - Oh + Eo,,j Xi - Oil I 
from Chebyshev's inequality, and the result follows. Let next i < j. Then: 

i= Y ) C 1/(Oj - f9i) ,h=j {Ee, I Xi - Oi I + Ee, I Xh - Oh I I* 0. 

Consider next part (b). Let gO = (Oil, * , Oik). There exists ij such that i h# Oj. 
Since gXn = yn implies X, = Y,, the result follows from (a). 5 

We can now state and prove the complete solution of pointwise consistency. 
First, let 

(2.1) -(0) = {a E X: 4(0, a) = ma()}. 

THEOREM 2.1. Assume (1.1) holds, and let 5in E ?/. Then (2.2) and (2.3) 
below are two equivalent, necessary and sufficient conditions for I ,nI to be consistent 
at (0, a). 

(2.2) E'a I { gaEscV'.() An (a Xn, Sn) }* 1 

(2.3) Eoe,g IaE v(Oe) 6,,(a I yn, Sn)1 1. 

PROOF. As remarked earlier we may assume 0 = 0*. Now, 

rn(Oi f I 6,n) = ma(O) + Zae_V,(0) 1/$(O, a) - ma)IEe,abn(a I Xn, Sn) 

and it follows immediately that (2.2) is necessary and sufficient. 
It remains to show that (2.2) o (2.3). Assume first that (2.3) holds. Let 

X E 1!k and y = x*. The function I(a = b) = 1 if a = b, and 0 otherwise. Then 

(2.4) 5n(a I x, s) ' EXgEG 5n(ga I y, s)I(gx = y). 
It is therefore enough to show that for all a 4 Q, (0), all g E G, 

(2.5) EO,abn(ga I yn, Sn)I(gXn = yn) __ 0. 

If ga 4 X,(O), (2.5) follows directly from (2.3). If ga E a(@0), then 4(0, ga) = 
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CONSISTENCY FOR SUBSET SELECTION 1061 

4?a(g-', a) < 4,(0, a). Hence g0 ? 0 and (2.5) follows from Lemma 2.1. The other 
way follows in the same manner. O 

The individual selection functions of a subset selection procedure 6, are given 
by 

{i'(x, s) = P(selecting 7riI X' = x, S' = s) = Xa3j 6,.(a I x, s). 

Let 1l = (lt?n, * , * k), and let 06(i) correspond to O(i). We note that for 6n E ?9I, 

(2.6) A'l(x, s) = ,t'gi(gx, s), Vlg E G, x E 1k, s E E, i E (1, *.. , k)}. 

When convenient, we shall denote the procedure 6n by its selection functions l n. 
Immediately from Theorem 2.1 we have the following result. 

COROLLARY 2.1. Assume 6n E 97I is consistent at (0, a), and that (1.1) holds. 
Then Eea,,.i'(Xn, Sn) -- 0 for all i such that {a E X: a 3 i} n -/,(0*) = 0. 

We now go on to develop necessary and sufficient conditions for uniform 
consistency in ?9,. We shall assume 

(2.7) (f(0, a) is continuous in (0, a) for each a E s 

Let now Q* = I0 E Q: 01 <- < ki. Then an E ?9, is uniformly consistent if and 
only if 

SupeElK,aEK2r,(rn(, 9 1 an) - m (0) 0 0 
(2.8) 

for all compact sets Ki, K2 of Q*, 2. 

Let d be the Euclidean distance in Rk. Define for any compact set Kl, g E G and 
6>0,Mg,= $0EK1:d(gO,0) 26j. 

We need the following modification of Lemma 2.1. 

LEMMA 2.2. Assume (1.2) holds. Let K1, K2 be compact subsets of Q*, z 
respectively. Let K;j = $ EK1: I 0i - j I > el. Then 

(a) supK;,xK2Po,G(X" = Yj7) 0 for all c > 0 

(b) supMgXK2P0,(gXn = Yn) 0, Vg E G, V6 > 0. 

PROOF. (a) We follow the same idea as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Let first 
i > j. Then 

SUpK; j.KP02.(Xg = Yj) 

< Zh=l SUPKKXK2EO, I Xh -h I + supK,XK2Eo,, I Xi' - | > 0, 
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1062 J. F. BJ0RNSTAD 

from (1.2). Similarly for i < j, 

SUPK;jxK2Po,,,(Xi = Yj7) C (1/) EX=j sUPK1xK2Eo,, 
I X- Ohl 

+ ((k - j + 1)/c) supK1XK2Eo, I X - oil. 
(b) For any fixed (00, a?) E Mg,6 x K2, let Q = Ji, j: I 0? - 001 '> 6/V}. Then 

PeO ,o(gXn = Yn) c P8OO,OtUQ(Xq = Yn)} c Zi?j SUPK4qXK&PO,G(XG' = Yn), 

where 60 = 6/vk. The result now follows from part (a). D 

The necessary and sufficient conditions for uniform consistency can now be 
stated. Define for compact sets K1, K2 of Q*, 2; 

(2.9) Ka = {(f1 a) E K1 x K2: 4(0, a) - m,(0) > e}. 

THEOREM 2.2. Assume (1.2) holds, and that / satisfies (2.7). Let tin E ?Y. 
Then (2.10) and (2.11) below are two equivalent, necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions, for I,n I to be uniformly consistent. 

(2.10) supKxEe, bn (a I Xn, S n) 0 as n -X00 

(2.11) supK,Eo,, n (a yn, Sn) 0 

for all a E X e> 0, and all compact sets K1 of Q*, K2 of z such that Ka $ 0. 

PROOF. Now, 

rn (0 f I an) -m,(0) = XaEs, [4(0, a) - mo(0)]Ee4,,n(a I Xn, Sn). 

Using the fact that ( and m are bounded on K1 x K2 we readily get from (2.10) 

lim sup supK,xK2[4(O, a) - mq(0)]Eo,,bn (a I Xn, Sn) _ e; Vc > 0. 

Hence (2.8) holds. The other way is obvious. 
To show that (2.11) X (2.10), it is enough from (2.4) to show 

(2.12) SUPE9EO,abn (ga I yn, Sn)I(gXn = yn) - 0, Vg E G. 

Let g E G be arbitrary and define A,(0, a) = 4(0, a) - ma(@). Since the 
loss-function is continuous, 3 a 6 > 0 such that: d(gO, 0) < 6 and 0 E K1 X 

I L,(gO, ga) - A4(0, ga) I c c/2; Vr E K2. Then, for (0, a) E K1 x K2, 
A/(0, a) : e X 4* A,(gO, ga) > c * d(gO, 0) > 6 or AJ(, ga) 2 c/2. Hence, 
Ka C Keg/2 U Mg,6 x K2 and (2.12) follows from (2.11) and Lemma 2.2. 
(2.10) * (2.11) in a similar way by showing that 

supK,Ee,,bn(ga I Xn, Sn)I(Xn = gyn) -* 0, Vg E G. 0 

3. Some specific loss functions for selecting ri close to 7r(k). In this 
section we shall apply the theory in the previous section to loss functions that 
more or less reflect the desire to have 7(k) in the selected subset a, while keeping 
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CONSISTENCY FOR SUBSET SELECTION 1063 

the size I a I of the subset small. The invariant loss-functions to be considered 
are: 

(3.1) 41 (0, a) = a(k) - (1/I a ))EjEa Q + r(O(k) - maxiea0i); r > 0 

(3.2) 2(0, a) = a(k) - (1/1 a I) ZjEa Oj + LI(maxiEa0i < 0(k)); L > 0. 
Here I(a < b) = 1 if a < b and 0 otherwise. 

(3.3) 3(0, a) = clal + 0(k) - maxiEaOi; c >0 

(3.4) 4(0, a) = cjl(maxiEaOi < Ok) + C2 la ; c1, C2 > 0 

(3.5) 5(0, a) = IaI + c ZieaI(Oi = 0(k)); c >0 

(3.6) 6(0, a) = >iEa ((k) - Oi) + a ,iea I(Oi = 0(k)); a > 0. 

41 was considered by Chernoff and Yahav (1977). They derived a Bayes procedure 
for normal populations. We show in Section 4 that this Bayes procedure is 
uniformly consistent for 1. 

4 was proposed by Bickel and Yahav (1977). This loss is not continuous in 0 
for given a, so for 4 only pointwise consistency will be discussed. The loss 4 has 
been used by Goel-Rubin (1977), who derived a Bayes procedure. In the case of 
normal populations we show in Section 4 that the Bayes procedure is uniformly 
consistent for 3. Gupta and Hsu (1978) employed 4(0, a). 4 and 4 are members 
of the class of additive loss-functions considered by Bj0rnstad (1981). We note 
that 4, 4, 4 are not continuous in 0 for fixed a. Since all the loss-functions are 
independent of a, we will use the notation m(0) and sc/(0) (see (2.1)). 

= $0 E K1: /(0, a) - m(@) > el for any compact set K1 of Q* 
such that, from (2.9), Ka = E' x K2. Define for any compact set K1 of Q* and 
e> 0, 

(3.7) K= 10 E K: kOk Oi > CIej. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let the loss be 41, given by (3.1), and let i/" E 2. 
(a) Assume (1.1) holds. Then An is consistent at (0, a) with 0(p-1) < O(p) = 0(k) if 

and only if 

(3.8) Eoa,Ai (XnS Sn) O* 0 for i c p -1. 

(b) Assume (1.2) holds. Then ifn is uniformly consistent if and only if 

(3.9) supK,XK2Eo,~4 (Xn, S ) -* 0 for i = 1, *, k - 1, 

for all compact sets K1, K2 of Q, z and alle > 0 such that K' x K2 $ 0. 

PROOF. (a) Using Theorem 2.1, the result follows from Corollary 2.1 and the 
fact that 6n(a I x, s) c i,N(x, s) if a 3 i. 

(b) Since K, C Eak, for a 3 i, (3.9) follows from (2.10). Assume now (3.9). Let 
Ea x K2 0, and a = i1, * * , ij where il < ... < i,. Then 6n(a I x, s) < 
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1064 J. F. BJ0RNSTAD 

4j(x, s). Furthermore, E' C KM where 6 = c/(1 + r), and 

SUPEaXK2Eo, 6n(a I X , S') C SUPKWXK2E6,OiI (X A S) O0 

from (3.9). 0 

REMARK. m(0) and sQ(0) are the same for 2, given by (3.2), as for 41. Hence 
Theorem 3.1 (a) is valid also for 2. 

THEOREM 3.2. Let the loss be 43, given by (3.3), and assume E/' E 

(a) Assume (1.1) holds. Then l/n is consistent at (0, a) with O(,-') < O(p) = 0(k) if 
and only if 

(3.10) Ee*$X=1 I' (X, Sn)- 1 and E6o -i,(X, SI). 0 for i c p - 1. 

(b) Assume (1.2) holds. Then onfl iS uniformly consistent if and only if 
(3.11) SUpK1XK2EG,atI=l )/i (Xn, Sn) )} 1 

and 

(3.12) SUPK,XK2E0,G1/4 (Xn, Sn) 0 for i c k - 1 

and for all compact sets K, ,K2 of Q*, z and all c > 0 such that K, x K2 # 0. 

PROOF. (a) Let 6(p_1) < 8(p) = O(k) and 0 = 0*. Then XQ/(0) = I (p), * . - , (k)} 
Now using the property that 6n(a I x, s) < #n(x, s) if a 3 i and the equation 

1= it(X, S) = 1 + Xq=2 (q - 1) Zia:IaI=q0 n(a x, s), 
the result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1. 

(b) Assume (2.10) holds. Let Ea = $0 E Ki: 4(0, a) > c + el. Then Ka - 

Ea x K2. For I a I > 2 and c < c, Ea = K1, and (3.11) follows. Also, (3.12) follows 
from the fact that E'i = Kl. 

Now, let us assume that (3.11) and (3.12) hold. Clearly for I a I > 2, (3.11) 
(2.10). For a = {i}, i c k - 1: bn($i1 I Xl , Sn) c U'(X, Sn) and (2.10) follows from 
the fact that EtIi = K'. O 

REMARK. XY(@) is the same for 4 as for 4. Hence Theorem 3.2 (a) is valid 
also for 4. 

Most of the research on subset selection has assumed that the procedures 
satisfy a certain control condition. The most common is the so-called P*- 
condition, due primarily to Gupta (1956, 1965) and Seal (1955). Let a subset that 
includes 7r(k) be called a correct selection, CS. The P*-condition is: 

(3.13) infux Po IC S An I = infu x ,(k *; 1/k <P* < . 
Suppose Q D go = $0: 01 = ... = k }. If on E ?I is pointwise consistent for 4 and 
4 on Q x I, it follows from Theorem 3.2 (a) that for 0 E go, Ee,,41= n .-= 
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CONSISTENCY FOR SUBSET SELECTION 1065 

Ek,44)-* 1/k, and therefore any pointwise consistent invariant procedure An must 
have lim supnfIinfQxlPj,.(CS I An)} I 1/k, and cannot satisfy (3.13) as n -* oo. 
Here we used that fact, derived from (2.6), that for any t'n E8 -?I, E944' = E47!j if 
Oi = Qi. In a similar way we see that if P* > 1/2, no procedure satisfying (3.13) for 
all n can be consistent at any 0 where 0(k-1) = W(4). 

Let Qi2 = IO E Q: 0(k4-1) < O(k) . Procedures that are consistent on f2, can of 
course satisfy the P*-condition. Now, for any compact set K, in Q* there exists 
e > 0 such that K, C 0 E Q81: Ok - Ok-1 2 el. From Theorem 3.2(b), we readily see 
that if (1.2) holds and in E, 8 2, then /n is uniformly consistent on Q1 X z for 3 
iff (3.12) holds. 

Let us now consider 4 with c > 1 and 6. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let the loss be 5 with c > 1 or 6, given by (3.5) and (3.6). 
Assume (1.1) holds, and tn E"' 8 1. Then i, n is consistent at (0, o) with O(p-1) < O(P) 
- 0(k) if and only if 

E,",~~(X, {) 0 for i <p - 
(3.14) E0,/4, (X1 , S 1) { for i > p. 

REMARK. Comparing (3.14) with (3.8) and (3.10), we see that 5, 6 requires 
one to select all populations -xi with 0i = 0(k) and excluding all others, while 41, 4, 
3, (4 essentially requires one to exclude all 7i with Oi < ?(k) and including only at 
least one 7i with 0i = 0(k). 

PROOF. Let (p- 1) < O(P) = 0(k) and 0 = 0*. Let aO = {p, * , k3. By expressing 
45 as 5(0, a) = #{i E a: Oi < 0k1 + (1 - c)#{i E a: Oi = 0k1 + c#Ii: 0i = 0k1 we see 
that 0(0) = ao for both 5 and 6, since 1 - c < 0. From Theorem 2.1 it remains 
to show that (3.14) is equivalent to 

(3.15) Ee3n (aO IX, S n) 1. 

Obviously, (3.15) X (3.14). Assume now that (3.15) does not hold. Then there 
exists a, # ao such that lim sup Ee, bn(a, I Xn, S n) = / > 0. If there is an i E a,, 
i < p - 1, then lim sup Eo,aiZ > /3, violating (3.14). If {i E a, i -> p there must 
exist j > p, j 4 a, and therefore lim inf Eo,,4'7 < 1 - 3, implying again that (3.14) 
does not hold. 0 

l7' iS said to be a just procedure if xi > x[ and xj c xj for j $ i implies that 
A, (X) > 1[ (X ). 

COROLLARY 3.1. Assume // is just, invariant and pointwise consistent for 4 
with c > 1 and 6 on Q X 2, Q D QO = 10: 01 = Oki = 014. Then infuxyPa,4CS I /n1 
-* 1. 

PROOF. Nagel (1970) showed that for any just procedure, infuxzPe, 4CS I iIn' 
occurs at some 0 E QO. From (3.14) we have that for 0 E Qo, 

E n, " = *.. = Ee,"rg _ 1. 0 
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Corollary 3.1 means that no just, invariant procedure satisfying (3.13) with 
equality can be pointwise consistent for 5 or 6, if P* is chosen independent of 
n. Hence, if these loss functions reflect the true losses involved in the selection 
problem the P*-condition is not appropriate. It seems clear that it is the term 
iea I(Oi = 69(k)) that makes (3.13) inappropriate. 
Finally, consider 5 with c c 1. The following result is needed. 

LEMMA 3.1. yn = (Xn)*. (a) (1.1) * E*,, aI Y - I -| O for i = 1, * k. 
(b) (1.2) - SuPKXK2EG Il YI _ Oi I - 0 for i= 1, * , k and all compact sets K1, 

K2 in Q*, :. 

PROOF. Let 0 = 0*. Then I Yi - 6I <' E1=, I X] -f9I + EjOi I Oi I 
I(X, = YN). Hence 

E0,I Y' - 6iI < E>k=i Eo,a,X7 - Oj + Ej?, I Q - OIl P9,_(Xj = Yr ). 

Then (a) follows directly from (1.1) and Lemma 2.1, and (b) follows from (1.2) 
and Lemma 2.2. [1 

For this particular loss we shall assume that Xn, *., Xn are independent, 
each Xl has density fn( * ) with respect to a a-finite measure, and Q = 0k. It is 
assumed that for fixed (n, a), fn has the monotone likelihood-ratio property. 

Bj0rnstad (1981) showed that there is a uniformly minimum risk procedure in 
292 for 45 when c c 1. It is given by: 

bo({il I y) = l/q for i > k - q + 1, 
when 

Yk-q < Yk-q+1 =Yk; Vy E I={X E <: X1 C * * Xk}. 

Obviously, 6o is the only interesting procedure in ?9, for this loss. Even though 
5 is not continuous in 0 we can say something about uniform consistency of 60 
as the next result shows. 

THEOREM 3.4. The loss is 5(0, a) = | a I + c Xila I( = 0(k)) with 0 < c c 1. 

(a) Assume (1.1) holds. Then 60 is pointwise consistent on Q x N. 

(b) Assume (1.2) holds and that f n(X, 0) is a continuous function of (0, a). Then 
60 is uniformly consistent on %1 x I, where Q, = E0 Q: 6(k) > 0(k-1)A 

PROOF. (a) Let 0 = 0* and assume 0p-, < Op = ok. We see that when c < 1, 
c(0) = I{p}, *--, {k}}. From (2.3) of Theorem 2.1 we need to show that 
Es,q f 3=o(i Y=) 1. = 60($i} j Y ) 1 so we must show that Eo,,0($i} iI I) 
-+0 for i -- p - 1. Now, E0,,6(fb(il I Yn) c po a( yq = yn ) __ O since yn Y 

Ok- i > 0, from Lemma 3.1. 
(b) On Ql, m(0) = 1 so we must show that SupK1xK2rn(O, a I 60) -- 1 for all 
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compact sets K1, K2 in Q*, 2. We readily derive that 

(0 a |) < Pe,(Xn > maxl,i klX]) + (1 + C)Pe,a(Xn < maxl,]sklx,). 
It follows that it is sufficient to show infK1XK2P9, (X, > X -* 1 for] j k - 1. 

As mentioned earlier, there exists c > 0 such that 0 E K, Ok - Ok-1 > e. Since 
fa(., 0) is continuous in (0, a), Pe,k(Xk > X7) is a continuous function of (0, a). 
Hence infimum occurs at some (on, an) E K, x K2. From (1.2), Xi' - f 
p0 under (on, an), and 

Pen,an(Xn - Xjn > 0) > Pen,,n$(Xn - on) - (Xjn - 0 ) > - -} 1. U 

4. Selection of means from normal populations. The k populations are 
now assumed to be normally distributed, and Xl' is the sample mean of size n 
from iri. Hence Xn, *.., Xn are independent and Xin is N(0i, a2/n), where a is 
unknown, a E (0, oo). Moreover, let Sn = S2, the usual U.M.V.U. estimate of a2. 
Then S2 __p a2. In this section Q = Sk and (1.2) clearly holds. We shall apply 
the theory in the previous section for the loss functions /1 - 46 on some subset 
selection procedures that have been studied in the literature. It is now assumed 
that c > 1 in 5. 

Consider the class X, proposed by Seal (1955). S = t,Cn i Ci = 1 ci> 0 
ViI, where 

(4.1) ji1= 1 X - SnDn(c); Dn(C) > 0. 

Here Xh'jn < ... < Xlhn1) are the ordered Xjn, j ? i. Seal assumed Dn(c) is 
determined such that the P*-condition (3.13) holds with equality. We shall, 
however, consider i /in for any sequence IDn(c)1C If we want (3.13) to be satisfied, 
it is readily seen, since infimum of P(CS 0 Cf n) occurs when 01 = = 0k, that 
VSDn(c) -- t(c) where 

(4.2) p$kIc1Z(]) - k C t(k)C = 

Here Z(j) < ... < Z(k-1) are the ordered Z1, ... , Zk-1, and Z1, * *, Zk are i.i.d. 
N(0, 1). 

One procedure in X has received special attention in the literature by many 
authors. Gupta (1956, 1965) suggested the use of Ck1 = 1. Let us call this 
procedure 1G,n, and denote Dn(c) by dn, such that 

(4.3) OmGn = 1 X Xl > X -k) Sndn- 
Applying Lemma 2.1, the following two results can be readily shown, using 
Theorems 3.1-3.3. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let the loss be one of 1 - 6, given by (3.1)-(3.6), where c > 1 
for 4. Assume Ck-l < 1. Then Vtc,n, given by (4.1), is not pointwise consistent on 
Rk X (0, o?) for any sequence fDn(c)I. 

This result shows that no procedure in X except 1pGn, has a chance of being 
consistent for the losses A - 46. 
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The cases of Id, when pG,n is consistent for the different losses are specified 
in the next result. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let 4,G,n be given by (4.3). 
(a) 11/G,n iS uniformly (pointwise) consistent on Rk X (0, o?) for 1(2), given by 

(3.1), ((3.2)), if and only if dn 0- 
(b) g(G,n is uniformly (pointwise) consistent on 1Rk X (0, o?) for 3(/4), given by 

(3.3), ((3.4)), if and only if v'ndn -* 0. 
(C) ,pG,n is pointwise consistent on Rk X (0, 00) for 5 with c > 1 and 6 if and only 

if dn -0 and VHdn >- a 

REMARK. If dn is determined such that l12G,n satisfies (3.13) with equality, 
then, from (4.2), 42G,n is uniformly (pointwise) consistent for /4(42), but not 
consistent for any of the other losses. 

For the rest of this section we assume a is known. Two classes of invariant, 
admissible procedures for 6 and 45 with c > 1 are given below. 

(4.4) ni = 1 X c exp(bnXt ) Z Xi= exp(bnX7) or Xg = Xn). 

(4.5) ,6i = 1 X (1 + (a/bA))exp(bnXi') > ZJ- exp(bnXj7) or Xi' = Xn). 
Bj0rnstad (1981) showed that 01/in is admissible for 5, and 01/2,n is admissible for 
6, for all bn > 0. From Theorem 3.3, the following result is easily shown. 

THEOREM 4.3. (a) Let 0 l,n be given by (4.4), and assume c > k in 4. Then 
i 1,n is pointwise consistent on Rk for 5, 6 if and only if bn --+ ?o and bn/s/ O-*0. 

(b) Let 02,n be given by (4.5). Then &2,n is pointwise consistent on Qi = IO E k 

69(k1_) < 6(k)} for 4, 6 if and only if lim inf bn : a. 

REMARK 1. It is readily seen that lim inf bn > a implies 

-k 1/(k - p + 1), 

for some subsequence, for all p < k - 1. By (b) of Theorem 4.3 this implies, from 
Theorem 3.3, that 

1,t,2,n is not pointwise consistent on I2!k for any IbnI[ 

REMARK 2. It can be shown that if c < k, then l 1/n is not pointwise consistent 
on 

1Zk 
for any Ibn } 

At last in this section we consider the Bayes-procedures derived for 
normal exchangeable priors for /1, 43, 4 by Chernoff and Yahav (1977), Goel 
and Rubin (1977) and Gupta and Hsu (1978) respectively. The prior is: 0' 
Nk(me, rI + tU), where e = (1, ^ * , 1)' and U= ee', r > 0, t : 0. As shown by 
the authors mentioned above, the risks of the Bayes-procedures do not depend 
on m, t so we may let m = O, t = O. If so, ( Xn = x) is 

N( x, q+I), where qn= - and on Xn 
qn+ r qns+ar n qn+ r 

is the usual squared error loss Bayes estimate. 
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Let us consider first 1 and its Bayes procedure &B. Consider Tn(a I X") = 

E$1(0, a)IXnj = (1 + r)EIO(k)IX} - (1/lat) EjEa 07 - rEfmaxija0iIX}j. 
Then, M(a I Xn) = 1 iff a minimizes Tn(a' I Xn) for all a' E - Clearly, 6' is 
permutation-invariant. Lemma 3.1(b) implies that Tn(a I yn) - 4(On, a) -+p 0 
for any sequence I n0I E K, and compact set K of Q*. We shall show that 6' is 
uniformly consistent for 1 on Rk. In order to do so it is enough, from Theorem 
2.2, to show that supE?Eo67(a I yn) -k 0, where Ea = jO E K1: 1(0, a) > e}. Now, 

Ee6B(a IY ) c PoeTn(a I YT) < Tn(fkf I Yn)j, 

which is a continuous function in 0. Hence, for some 0" E Ea, 

supE?Eo6l (a I YI) < PonITn(a I Yn) < Tn(jk |IT Y) 

c Pon T{Tn(a IT") - l(0n, a) - Tn(kj I yn) c _- __ 0. 

Next, we consider the Bayes-procedure 6B for /3. Let Yn = rqn/(qn + r) = 
1/(r-1 + nuf2). According to Corollary 5 of Goel and Rubin (1977), 6B(jkj I y) = 
1, for y = x*, Vx E yk, provided cfn y 1/s i/v. Since 'yn -* 0, it now follows 
immediately from (2.11) of Theorem 2.2 that 6B is uniformly consistent for /3 on 
1k, since K' $ 0 implies a ? $kj. 

Finally, let 63 be the Bayes-procedure for 4, given by (3.4). Gupta and Hsu 
(1978) showed that 6B is given by 

4, 1 X Xg > maxjoiXj or PIOi = @(k)| XI } > c2/c1. 
Clearly ),B is permutation-invariant. Since 4 is not continuous in 0 we shall 
discuss only the pointwise consistency properties of iB . Let now O(p-1) < 0(p) = 
8(k), and0 = 0*. Then for i < p - 1, 

P(0, = 0(k) I Xn) < 4((i_ - 6k)/7nr/2) --P 0, 

since 0i -Ok --0P O-i k and 'Yn O-* 0. Therefore Eo -_ 0 for i c p - 1. This 
implies that (3.10) holds if p = k, and from the remark after Theorem 3.2, we 
have shown that itB is pointwise consistent on Q1 = 10 E Sk: O(k) > 0(k-1)} If 
C21c, > 1/2, then P(Ok = 69(k) - X") > c2/c1 Xk maxj-k_lXjn and Eae14,k - 
1/(k - p + 1). Therefore, from (3.10), i,B is pointwise consistent on Rk if c2/c1 
> 1/2. However, if c2/c1 < 1/2 it is straightforward to show that iIdB is not consistent 
on all points in nk - Q 
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